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Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale. Thousands
of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.
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It has become apparent of late that restorations of classic Japanese will become
increasingly frustrating due to the constant change deemed necessary between
models year-on-year.
I recently tried to fit a front wheel on a late 90s CBR600F and couldn't get over the
amount of changes between model years, despite looking almost identical, something almost unheard of with classic Brit iron where parts often remained in use for
decades. Just trying to match up wheel and disc brake alignments proved a nightmare until the exact part was
located and fitted. I did get it sorted in the end but it highlighted just how fast moving
the Japanese are with their development and how difficult it may be finding the exact parts as the years roll on.
When not in the saddle or in the workshop, you can be sure of getting all your
classic kicks online
at classic-motorbikes.net

Chris Pearson
The Editor

Dont Forget to follow us on
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database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale.
Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

8th to 9th June Wrotham Steam and Transport Rally
Wrotham Hill on the A20, just off the M20 at junction 2 TN15 7NS.
8th & 9th June Yorkshire Coast Bikers Weekend
Esplanade, Hornsea, North Humberside, East Yorkshire, HU18 1NQ.
9th June Scottish Classic Motorcycle Show & Jumble
Ayr Racecourse, Whitletts Road, Ayr, KA8 0JE.
9th June Motorcycle Art Exhibition at the
London Motorcycle Museum 29 Oldfield Lane South, Greenford, UB6 9LB.
9th June The Thorney Island Speed Trials
Baker Barracks, Thorney Island, Emsworth, Hampshire, PO10 8DH.
9th June Normous Newark M-E-G-A Autojumble
Newark Showground, Newark on Trent, Nottinghamshire, England, NG24 2NY.
15th June Bonhams Sale of Pioneer, Vintage and Collectors' Motorcycles
Bonhams Saleroom, Shipton on Cherwell, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1JH.
16th June The 9th Fathers Day Knebworth
Festival of Transport Knebworth Park, Knebworth, near Stevenage,
Hertfordshire, SG3 6PY.
16th June Ride of Respect 2013
Dalton Barracks, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX13 6JB
16th June The 65th Banbury Run
Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, Warwickshire, CV35 0BJ.
30th June Classic Scooter Show
Whitewebbs Museum of Transport, Whitewebbs Road,
Enfield, Middlesex, EN2 9HW.
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Ducati’s first Superbike
The 851 Strada
Developed as a direct descendant of the
Marco Lucchinelli piloted Daytona winning
twin from 1987, the production version of
the 851 quite surprisingly differed little
from that prototype race machine. Based
upon the 1978 Pantah bottom end, the
design was the first real modern day
Superbike built by Ducati and successfully
bridged the gap until the arrival of the 916
seven years later. The first sight of the allnew Ducati road bike was caught at the
Milan show in the autumn of 1987 although the prototype race bikes had provided more than their fair share of clues
and insights into what was waiting just
around the corner. Ducati’s intentions for
the new model were clear from the outset
being offered in both Strada (road going)
and Kit (race track) specification, for those
wishing to put their 851’s directly on to the
track. 200 machines were hurriedly assembled to satisfy the homologation required for the inaugural 1988 World
Superbike championship, a roadster
based race series that Ducati were more
than keen to be a part of.
Supply of key components hampered the initial version of the first red white and green
“Tri Colori” 815 and sixteen-inch wheels were used on the road machine due to a lack
of other sizes. This gave the otherwise stylish machine a hunched look with the tiny
wheels being overpowered by the all-encompassing Paso inspired bodywork. The handling was quirky too with the press of the day not too impressed with this latest sports
offering from Ducati. The engine was strong though and won many fans particularly for
its accurate throttle response, wide spread of power and torque.
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The Weber-Marelli system, based heavily upon their experience with the Ferrari F1
cars, initially recorded sixteen different areas of the rev range and set up the perfect
fuel air ratios for these points, a computer was then used to smooth them out and
establish a good working curve, the result is impressive with a silky smooth progression from tick over to red line no matter when you decide to do so.
The usual Latin sharp handling absent in the first 815 was restored by later in that
year by the use of 17” wheels front and rear to produce one of the best steering machines of the eighties. The colour scheme was changed too, the multi coloured
scheme made way for the brilliant “Ferrari fire engine” red that became, like
Kawasaki’s lime green, instantly recognisable as a Ducati. Almost as if the Orientals
didn’t exist in the scheme of things the Ducati design team refused to succumb to
the onslaught of the aluminium beam frames and quite rightly to. To this day a
Ducati has to sport a thin steel tube frame before it can wear the badge. The idea is
a sound one however and those spindly looking tubes are arranged in such a way
as to provide immense strength while weighing in way less than the equivalent alloy
chassis, holding the plot straight and true while the top quality dangly bits at each
end dampen out the road irregularities adequately. While not at all as smooth or
compliant in the suspension department as a comparable Japanese machine the big
duke none the less does a reasonable job of tackling the average road but the real
home for this bike is not the pot hole ridden queens highway but the racetracks of
the world.
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The eight valve Desmodromic head produces a real screamer of an engine that is
only held back by the fuel injection that cuts fuelling around the 10,500 mark and
stops the engine revving itself into oblivion. Not that any mechanical mishap is likely
to happen, with the camshafts both closing and opening the valves with deadly precision it is virtually impossible to make contact with the piston top and bend a valve,
party on!
The Cosworth inspired, steeply angled, valve layouts conspire to produce copious
amounts of torque and useable horsepower. Every position of the twist grip is met
by an immediate and linear response with no holes or flat spots, this results in a mid
corner stomp second to none and leaves the 750cc Jap fours of the day for dead in
a straight fist fight. Top end speed is also impressive as the V twin engine eagerly
revs its way towards the 155 mph mark with ease, the Desmodromic valve system
whirring away down below keeping the bits working at the high revs needed for this.
The valve train has a service interval way less than the equivalent shim and bucket
set up employed by other Superbike’s, which is indicative of the amount of hammer
the valves are put under to produce the power. In use the 815 can be either a docile
back lane slugger or a screaming B road maniac demanding the riders constant attention and guiding hand, the choice is yours and a simple twisting of the throttle is
all that is required to transform the beast.
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The bike feels top heavy when at a standstill and yet becomes lithe and light once
on the move, the engine being so close to the centre line of the machine has little
impact upon its overall mass making it feel little more than a big thumping single
cylinder machine, until the taps are open that is. It is not a good idea to spend too
much time at a standstill as the engine on tick over sounds not unlike a washing
machine on fast spin with a fiver’s worth of loose change having just liberated itself
from your jeans pocket. The dry clutch rattles and this sound along with the Desmo
valves and the general thump of a 90 deg V twin combine to create a feeling of
something major being wrong down in the engine room. Of course the dry clutch
justifies its existence once on the move as its light action, no loss power
transference and positive feel through the lever is a delight seldom experienced by
those non racers out there.

The lazy engine sound from low down in the rev range is deceptive as beneath you
is a ready and willing partner in crime, the throttle response is better than the best
normally aspirated machine from the period and for a while after it, the close
cooperation between Ducati and Weber-Marelli has paid off with he smoothest
injection system to date and the big Duke lifts its skirt and takes off leaving you
struggling to hold on to the galloping red stallion. Acceleration is breath taking and
yet all around is somehow calmed by the low frequency of the booming exhausts,
even up near the red line the sound is not a manic scream but rather a more
musical roar. With maximum power being developed at 9,000rpm one would
imagine shifting gear at that point would prove the most effective and yet hanging on
for another 1,000 revs appears to be no less powerful. This over rev is a handy
facility to have especially between closely coupled S bends when an extra gearshift
could either prove costly time wise or just plain foot achingly unnecessary.
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The sound emanating from the twin pipes develops into a breathy, 40-a-day cough
on the overrun when the engine braking via the rear tyre can compete fully with the
twin four piston Brembo’s hauling up the front end, no need for any rear brake here
it simply isn’t as potent as the engine and far more control can be had, feathering
the dry clutch to scrub off speed, than stamping on the right hand pedal ever could
ever supply. The Desmo valves once again keeping the metal work from getting
crossed no matter how ham fisted one chooses to down shift. Once settled into a
corner the chassis comes into its own with sharp and predictable handling
throughout the cranked over experience, no surprise here as the race bred steel
tubing behaves more like a H section girder and refuses to yield to any of the forces
encountered. Hard on the gas and the wheels can get out of line, by 3500 rpm 85 %
of the available torque is already being produced and this pushing power makes
quite an impact upon the trajectory of a lightweight motorcycle, the first time it
happens it feels like a mild form of clutch slip until your mates confirm, when they
finally catch up at the next café, that you have been leaving black lines out of every
corner.

This is the bike that made tail sliding and laying down of darkies exiting corners the
norm in the modern biking world, the high compression big bore engine can stop the
rear wheel turning in an instant on the over run while spinning the rear with similar
ease under power. So intense is the mid corner stomp during hard acceleration that
the tyre, no matter how soft or warm, struggles to keep pace. Every beat of the big
bore twin cylinder motor literally rips the treads grip away from it before giving it a
break to regain its composure ready for the onslaught to start again. It’s a kind of in
built traction control and it works so well little else can keep pace with the way a
forcefully ridden big Duke leaves its calling card and heads off into the sunset.
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For almost thirty years following Fabio Taglioni’s recruitment to the Ducati concern
in 1954, he had been largely responsible for most of the companies designs. Things
had stayed the same for many different reasons, firstly the two valve engine was a
great design that hung around far beyond its original shelf life would have suggested
it should and secondly the mid eighties saw a lack of money within the Ducati camp
to seriously develop any thing else but the old engines. With Taglioni’s retirement
clearly on the horizon a replacement was sought and found in Massimo Bordi, the
two worked very closely together between 1978 and 1982 when Taglioni finally
bowed out allowing the young engineer a free rein with which to transform Ducati.
The big trouble was the serious lack of funds to develop any radical new ideas, in
1985 Cagiva bought a controlling share in Ducati and the fresh funding provided by
the buy out laid the foundations for some new ideas to be tried hopefully providing
the Bologna concern with an engine fit for the twenty first century, of course it would
have to be a V, Ducati had already an inline twin during the seventies and lost a lot
of credibility because of it. Bordi’s first major project was the radically styled Paso
but this was just a stop gap machine made up largely of parts already in existence
what he planned next was even more off the wall.
The design of the Desmoquattro head wasn’t new and actually dated back to 1973
when Bordi studied the concept as part of his degree thesis. During his early student
days he forged strong links with many important people in the engine world
Cosworth being one of them and much of the early work and assistance for his
latest engine design came from the UK race engine builder. Although Cosworth
provided much useful information concerning valve placing and cylinder head
design they were reluctant to go any further meaning Bordi had to undertake much
of the development work himself, Cosworth were already of the opinion that
Desmodromic valves were of little use for the future, having tested their own to little
effect many years previously.
Bordi’s first new design was hastily built onto the existing Taglioni designed Pantah
bottom end but featured previously unheard of Ducati technology including four
valves per cylinder, fuel injection and water-cooling. The design called for huge
50mm diameter inlet ports to produce the huge power intended for the new
generation engine, this in turn required accurate and flat spot free fuelling
throughout the rev range or else be unrideable low down. This problem had beset
the earlier normally carburated two valve air cooled Ducati twins and the 42mm
diameter inlet tracts deemed to be the maximum applicable to the design proved to
be a limiting factor in their performance.
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Specifications
Engine

Bore and Stroke
Total displacement
Compression ratio
Power
Torque
Injection
Transmission
Frame
Front suspension
Rear suspension
Front brake
Rear brake
Wheels
Wheelbase
Fuel capacity
Dry weight
Top Speed

Ducati 851 Strada
4-stroke, water cooled 90-degree L-twin-cylinder
Double overhead camshaft, 4 valves, desmodromic
system
92 x 64 mm
851 cc
10.4:1
104bhp @ 9000 rpm
52.5 ft-lb @ 7250 rpm
Weber-Marelli electronic fuel injection
Six speed, dry Clutch, Chain final drive
Tubular steel trestle frame
Marzocchi M1R 42mm Hydraulic fork
Single shock absorber, rising rate
Twin 320 mm disc Brembo four piston calipers
Single 240 mm disc Brembo Twin piston caliper
120/70 VR17 180/55 VR17
1460mm
20ltrs
185 Kg
155mph
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Two is company, Three is a kwak
The Kawasaki series of triples
lived on throughout the 70’s as
the most stylish of all the
periods strokers. These days
restoring one isn’t getting any
easier but the results are well
worth it, the swept up exhausts,
and overall pert look, instantly
conjuring up those heady days
when the amount of cylinders
was everything, and two-strokes
definitely ruled the roost.
Danny Stubbs is a taxi driver from Exeter Devon with a real passion for bikes, like
many of us but he also enjoys ripping them apart and rebuilding them, not always as
the manufacturer intended. Previous projects include a 350LC engined, Suzuki
RG250 framed, Yammagamma, and a Honda Fireblade with RC30 rear end, RC45
front, and £3k worth of carbon fibre. He has also built a Westfield kit car but this of
course had to have a motorcycle engine, in the form of a big bored Fireblade
engine. But after too many speeding tickets and a couple of accidents he decided it
was time to slow down a bit.
As a young lad Danny used to cycle to school on his Tracker bike that he had built
up in the shed, “Looking back I guess that was the start of this building obsession”
he reflected “ I had to cycle past a large Kawasaki dealers in Bournemouth, the
window display consisted of a Z900 Z1R and a Candy Red S3.
I used to stop every day and stare at the S3, often ending up being late for school, I
even went as far as painting my push bike the same colour and promised myself
that one day I would have one, but after joining the army at 16 it never happened
and I ended up riding a FS1E followed by a number of Yamaha LC’s, first a 125
before graduating on to a 250, and then the Yammagamma.
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When I decided I was going to start restoring
bikes, I looked around for an LC350, but it soon
became obvious that the prices of even rough
ones were out of my budget, then a friend told
him about a Kawasaki KH250 with only two
previous owners and 12k miles that was for sale
for £600, a quick trip up the road to Bristol and
my first restoration job was bought. The bike
was in excellent condition having been dry
stored for many years it just needed a good
clean and the carbs stripping. But after riding it
for only a few miles I realised it was just to slow
for me and the memories of the more powerful
S3 came flooding back.
The 250 was then sold on eBay for a healthy
profit to help fund the more expensive S3. After
missing out an a few nice S3’s, one was found
on the Isle of Wight, listed on eBay as a “very
clean original bike” but, after placing the
winning bid and then travelling to the Island, it
was far from being nice, although it was fairly
standard and original so lesson learned.
However, after a bit of bartering the bike was
bought and loaded into the back of the car.

Once the bike was home it was
taken for a test ride to determine
the condition of the engine gearbox brakes etc the clutch was
found to be slipping but
everything else seemed to be ok.
This is one of the advantages of
buying a running bike. It was then
stripped down to a bare chassis.
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I put everything into different containers depending on whether it needed replacing,
rebuilding/cleaning, painting or chroming, I find this is a good way to get organised
for the job ahead, I then made a list of the parts that needed replacing and sent the
other parts to be chromed or painted. As the parts were restored or replaced I then
placed them on shelves depending on where on the bike they went suspension on
one-shelf, brake components on another etc.
Finding parts is all part of the fun and I spent many hours searching the internet for
those elusive bits, of course, eBay is a good source but you have to be careful not
to pay over the odds, as its all to easy to get carried away.
The days of cheap bikes and parts on eBay are long gone, and some items even
sell for more than they are from your local dealer. A lot of the parts I used came from
America as at the time the exchange rate was over $2 to the pound and even taking
the extra postage into account, it was still cheaper than buying here, I even got a set
of fork legs for $28 but the postage was $99, but to have mine rechromed here in
the UK was over £300.
The gorgeous paint set was brought from a restorer in Italy and is some of the nicest
I have ever seen, he uses the correct multi layer method, as used by Kawasaki to
get the sparkling candy effect, It’s the first thing anyone mentions when they see the
bike. All other parts of the bike went together with no problems but by the time I was
ready to put the exhausts on I had still not found a nice set so decided to fit the
Higgspeed expansion chambers these are made by a member of the Kawasaki
triple club who just happens to work for Blue flame so has the necessary knowledge
and tools. Each set is built up on a bike in stainless steel then beautifully tig welded.
They are very light and in fact a full set weigh the same as one standard pipe!
The most enjoyable part of the restoration was the engine rebuild, I had to strip it
completely as the kick-start shaft splines were worn away and to replace it you have
to split the crankcases. This caused the only major problem as the first time I built it
up, I had positioned the internal spring incorrectly and the kick-start didn’t work, so I
had to take the engine apart again. Every thing else was checked and was all within
tolerances, the only other things to be replaced was the clutch, and the piston rings,
but the difference in the appearance of the engine after having the barrels blasted
and polishing all the casings made it all worth while. It’s a nice feeling the first time
you start it up knowing that you have rebuilt it and now it runs!
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SPECS 1977 Kawasaki KH400 S3A
Price £800
Value now: £2600
Power: 38bhp
Torque: 30ft-lb
Top speed 101mph
Dry weight: 159kg
Colours: Candy Emerald Green,
Candy Royal Purple
TECHNICAL SPEC
Fuel: 16litres
Rake/trail: 28deg/111mm
Seat height: 812mm
Wheelbase: 1365mm
Engine: air-cooled 400.4cc (57x 52.3mm), 3-cylinder two-stroke. 3 x 26mm carbs.
5-gears. Chain final drive
Chassis: Tubular steel twin down tube frame, 34mm non-adjustable telescopic forks,
twin oil-damped rear shocks with adjustable preload
Brakes: 288mm front disc with single-piston floating caliper, 180mm single-leadingshoe drum rear brake
Tyres: 3.25 x 18 front, 3.50 x 18 rear
TOP TIPS
Take lots of photos before taking anything apart it could be months if not years before you put it back together.
Be wary of pattern parts as they don’t always fit and ultimately will devalue the bike,
but some times you will have no choice.
Cover newly painted parts, like the frame, with bubble wrap when building up the
bike, as you can guarantee you will slip with a ratchet and scratch or chip it.
Owner’s forums are invaluable when it comes to never ending help and assistance
and they are a great source for parts.
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database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale.
Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.
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